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Background—Communication between patients and clinicians using collaborative goals and treatment plans may overcome barriers to achieving hypertension control in routine diabetes mellitus care. We assessed the interrelation of patient–clinician communication factors to determine their independent associations with hypertension control in diabetes care.

Methods and Results—We identified 566 older adults with diabetes mellitus and hypertension at the DeBakey VA Medical Center in Houston, Tex. Clinical and pharmacy data were collected, and a patient questionnaire was sent to all participants. A total of 212 individuals returned surveys. Logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the effect of patient characteristics, self-management behaviors, and communication factors on hypertension control. Three communication factors had significant associations with hypertension control. Two factors, patients’ endorsement of a shared decision-making style (odds ratio 1.61, 95% confidence interval 1.01 to 2.57) and proactive communication with one’s clinician about abnormal results of blood pressure self-monitoring (odds ratio 1.89, 95% confidence interval 1.10 to 3.26), had direct, independent associations in multivariate regression. Path analysis was used to investigate the direct and indirect effects of communication factors and hypertension control. Decision-making style (β=0.20, P<0.01) and proactive communication (β=0.50, P<0.0001) again demonstrated direct effects on hypertension control. A third factor, clinicians’ use of collaborative communication when setting treatment goals, had a total effect on hypertension control of 0.16 (P<0.05) through its direct effects on decision-making style (β=0.28, P<0.001) and proactive communication (β=0.22, P<0.01).

Conclusions—Three communication factors were found to have significant associations with hypertension control. Patient–clinician communication that facilitates collaborative blood pressure goals and patients’ input related to the progress of treatment may improve rates of hypertension control in diabetes care independent of medication adherence.

(Circulation. 2008;117:1361-1368.)
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Uncontrolled hypertension is the primary risk factor for the macrovascular complications of diabetes mellitus.1 In the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study, a major cause of cardiovascular deaths among patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus was uncontrolled systolic hypertension.2 Clinical trials have demonstrated reductions in cardiovascular morbidity when blood pressure is lowered below the conservative 140/90 mm Hg target.1,3 Despite the availability of numerous treatments for hypertension in the setting of diabetes mellitus,4-5 rates of hypertension control vary from 30% to 53% even when conservative standards are used.5-8 Factors attributed to clinicians include lack of knowledge or disagreement with treatment guidelines and either a reluctance to intensify treatment or overestimation of the intensity of care provided (ie, clinical inertia).11-13 Furthermore, patients may not adhere to their treatment plans successfully because hypertension is often asymptomatic, the side effects of medications are troublesome,14 and the complexity of treatment regimens for multiple diabetes comorbidities may limit patients’ self-efficacy. Out-of-pocket costs, poor social support, and limited health literacy may also interfere with treatment persistence.15,16 In the present study, we propose that the quality of communication between patients and clinicians may help overcome some of these barriers.17-19

The quality of patient–clinician communication has been associated with improved health outcomes for chronic illnesses,20-21 particularly communication that is collaborative (ie, focused on shared understanding of treatment goals and plans) and proactive (ie, encourages patients to recognize and
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discuss treatments that do not meet goals).22–24 Adherence to treatment is the commonly attributed mechanism by which effective health communication leads to improved health outcomes. The effectiveness of patient–clinician communication through other mechanisms such as enhanced self-efficacy, concordance with regard to treatment goals, and communication about inadequate disease control despite treatment adherence have been less well studied within the context of routine diabetes care but are common elements of protocols in clinical trials.25 The objectives of the present study were to evaluate the independent associations of various communication factors with hypertension control and to characterize the interrelationships of communication and behavioral factors, such as medication adherence, to illustrate the important indirect and total effects of these various measures with hypertension control in older adults with diabetes mellitus.25

Methods

Patient Selection

Study participants were selected among primary care patient panels at the Michael E. DeBakey Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center, Houston, Tex, who were receiving ongoing care for diabetes mellitus and hypertension between July 1, 2002, and March 31, 2005. Patients were eligible for inclusion in the study if they were between 50 and 90 years of age, were under treatment for diabetes mellitus and hypertension diagnosed by use of validated criteria,26 and were taking more than 1 medication for hypertension. Exclusion criteria included a diagnosis of dementia or a hemoglobin A1C level >8.5% or serum creatinine level ≥2 mg/dL at the most recent measurement as of April 2005. These criteria were selected to identify middle-aged to older comorbid patients receiving ongoing treatment but without diagnoses for difficult-to-control hypertension. Potential subjects were then stratified into controlled and uncontrolled hypertension categories on the basis of mean blood pressure measurements from all available inpatient and outpatient recordings during the study period. Controlled hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≤130 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≤80 mm Hg, and uncontrolled hypertension was defined as SBP >140 mm Hg or DBP >90 mm Hg.27 These categories were chosen to identify 2 distinct groups with limited potential for crossover.

The VA electronic warehouse of computerized patient medical records served as the source of data for identification of eligible patients, and established computer algorithms were used to define the target population and measure key variables.27 We selected 566 potential subjects, 282 in the controlled hypertension group with a mean of 9.2 (range 1 to 34) measurements and 284 in the uncontrolled hypertension group with a mean of 10.3 (range 1 to 43) measurements, from the algorithm-derived target population and mailed a comprehensive questionnaire about their communication and self-care behaviors for hypertension and diabetes control. A single mailing occurred from July to August 2005 and included a $2 patient incentive and an information sheet about the study aims. From this group, 212 (37%) returned completed questionnaires, which constitutes the analytical sample of the present study, including 110 (39%) with uncontrolled and 102 (36%) with controlled hypertension. Compared with the 174 individuals with uncontrolled hypertension who did not return their questionnaires, the 110 study participants with uncontrolled hypertension who did return their questionnaires were significantly more likely to have lower SBP (152.5 ± 10.9 versus 156.4 ± 14.2 mm Hg, P = 0.02) and DBP (75.4 ± 10.5 versus 78.8 ± 11.3 mm Hg, P = 0.01) measurements and significantly more likely to have lower hemoglobin A1C levels (6.98 ± 1.2% versus 7.2 ± 1.3%, P = 0.034), but they did not differ in any other measured characteristics. No significant differences in clinical or demographic characteristics could be identified between the 102 study participants with controlled hypertension and the 180 individuals with controlled hypertension who did not return questionnaires.

Clinical and Demographic Characteristics

Data were available for the following characteristics during the entire study period: age, race, gender, calculated body mass index (BMI), Deyo comorbidity index,28 number and type of medications prescribed and refilled for hypertension control, all SBP and DBP measurements, and all serum measurements for hemoglobin A1C, glucose, low-density lipoprotein, total cholesterol, and creatinine.

Patient Questionnaire Data

All target participants were mailed a 63-item questionnaire to evaluate patients’ self-report of their motivation and intention to control their hypertension and diabetes mellitus,29–31 goals and strategies for hypertension and diabetes control,23 awareness of blood pressure and glucose targets,30 self-monitoring behaviors, readiness to negotiate treatment changes with clinicians, self-reported adherence to blood pressure medications and self-care behaviors,23 and other demographic information. A pilot test of the questionnaire was performed on 57 individuals with hypertension and diabetes mellitus with use of the same subject selection and questionnaire mailing protocol.

A 9-item intention (to treat hypertension) index was developed with items adapted from previously validated measures to assess 3 domains of behavioral intention35: risk perception,30 outcome expectancy,29 and self-efficacy31 (see Table 1 for items and validation). In preliminary investigations, we found that the Deyo comorbidity score was significantly associated with a lower intention index (P = 0.002), and lower self-assessment of health literacy was modestly associated with a higher intention index (P = 0.04) in a multivariate linear regression analysis.

A series of patient–clinician communication assessment items were included in the patient questionnaire. Among them was the “collaborative care for hypertension index, which was adapted from 2 subscales of the Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care scale34 and consisted of 4 items. The Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care is a patient self-report instrument validated to assess the extent to which patients with chronic conditions receive care that aligns with the chronic care model (ie, care that is patient-centered, proactive, and planned and includes collaborative goal setting, problem solving, and follow-up).33 We adapted 2 items from the “patient activation subscale” that best measured the presence of actions that solicited patient input and involvement in decision making.34 The other 2 items were items adapted from the “goal-setting/tailoring subscale” that best measured the acquisition of information for and setting of specific collaborative treatment goals.34 All 4 items were scored along a 5-point scale and summed to create the collaborative care for hypertension index used in the present study. For all descriptive and statistical comparisons, this index was dichotomized to “less” of a collaborative care environment and “more” of a collaborative care environment (see Table 1 for items and scoring). The decision-making style item is another validated measure.36,37 The measure assesses patients’ preference for making decisions with their clinicians about treatment choices along a 5-point scale. We used a recent adaptation that scored the measure from least to most shared in orientation (Table 1).23 Several items assessed the use and frequency of self-monitoring practices for diabetes and hypertension control. These included items that asked about home blood pressure monitoring and adherence to a low-salt diet, getting regular exercise, and reducing smoking.32 In addition, 1 item assessed the extent of patients’ proactive communication after blood pressure self-monitoring by linking ongoing monitoring of blood pressure with how and when patients notified clinicians of abnormal results (see Table 1 for item and scoring).

Medication Adherence Measures

The quantity and type of medications for hypertension control were actively tracked with the VA computerized database and pharmacy
records for all study participants. Two measures were developed to assess patient adherence with prescribed medications for hypertension. A self-report item was adapted for antihypertensive medication use and was included in the patient questionnaire; this item read, “In the past 7 days, on how many days did you take your recommended high blood pressure medications?”32 In addition, a longitudinal medication refill adherence measure was constructed with VA pharmacy data to determine the percentage of weeks during the study in which participants’ medications were appropriately refilled; this was achieved by aggregating antihypertensive medication refill data and accounting for gaps in prescription refills.38 Poor refill adherence was defined as 15% of weeks in the total study period for which a gap was present in refilling all prescribed antihypertensive medications. The cutoff for this adherence measure was selected because it constituted the lowest quartile for refill adherence in the present study population.

### Table 1. Descriptive Summary of Scales Used in Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables to control hypertension index</th>
<th>Item(s)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Score Interpretation</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Confirmatory Factor Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk perception</td>
<td>1. HBP is dangerous to my health.</td>
<td>1 to 45</td>
<td>Higher score indicates greater intention to control hypertension</td>
<td>38.8 (6.3)</td>
<td>χ²=31.7, P=0.14, RMSEA=0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Taking my HBP medicine is good for my health.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. My treatment plan for HBP will make a big difference in keeping my BP normal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy for hypertension control</td>
<td>4. There is a lot that I can do to control my HBP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. What I do can determine whether HBP gets better or worse.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Nothing I do will affect my HBP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. I have power to influence HBP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Course of HBP depends on me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. My actions will have no effect on the outcome of my BP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative care for hypertension</td>
<td>1. I was asked for my ideas when we made a treatment plan.</td>
<td>1 to 20</td>
<td>0–10 = Patient perception of a “less collaborative care” environment</td>
<td>10.5 (4.8)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α=0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient activation</td>
<td>2. I was given choices about treatment to think about.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting</td>
<td>3. I was asked to talk about my goals in caring for my HBP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. I helped to set specific goals to improve control of my HBP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making style</td>
<td>“When it comes to making decisions about my care, I am most comfortable when”</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1. I leave decisions about treatment to my doctor (coded 1).</td>
<td>2.22 (0.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Doctor makes final decision but considers my opinion (coded 2).</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 = Shared decision-making preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Doctor and I share responsibility for deciding treatment (coded 3).</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 = Intermediate decision-making preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. I make final decision after considering doctor’s opinion (coded 2).</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = Unitary decision-making preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. I make final selection with little input from doctor (coded 1).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive communication after BP self-monitoring</td>
<td>“When I check my BP on my own and my BP is high, I contact my doctor or nurse”:</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 = Passive communication with clinicians about self-monitoring results</td>
<td>1.62 (0.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Within a week, month, or at my next visit (coded 3).</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 = Proactive communication with clinicians about self-monitoring results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. I do not check my BP (coded 2).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. I will only tell my doctor or nurse if asked, or they do not need to know this information (coded 1).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMSEA indicates root mean square error of approximation; HBP, high blood pressure; and BP, blood pressure.
tion. Only the objective poor refill adherence measure is used in the path analyses.

### Statistical Analyses

Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the target population and study participants, with categorical variables expressed as percentages and continuous variables expressed as mean±SD. We determined the bivariate and multivariate associations between hypertension control status and all the variables in our conceptual model using logistic regression to test our study hypotheses. Clinical and demographic covariates were also included in the multivariable analysis if an association with hypertension control at a P<0.10 level of significance was present in the bivariate analyses. All multivariate analyses were 2-sided, with a significance threshold of P<0.05. Multivariable analyses were conducted with SAS software, version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

A structural equation model that used path analysis was conducted to investigate the full range of effects (total, direct, and indirect) of each variable on other study variables and on the outcome of hypertension control. Path analysis allows for the simultaneous conduction of multiple linear regression analyses; thus, it permits (1) the specification of complex models with multiple variable influences and (2) the determination of the total effects of independent variables on dependent variables in the model. These include the direct effects typically modeled in pairwise and regression correlations plus the indirect effects mediated through other variables illustrated in the path model. Path analysis does not discover or confirm causality, but it can determine and illustrate whether the data are consistent with the researcher’s causal hypothesis. Furthermore, indirect effects are not synonymous with confounding bias. Variables with indirect effects in the causal model do not have significant bivariate associations with hypertension control that may be mitigated by the introduction of confounding factors. All path analyses were conducted with LISREL software, version 8 (Scientific Software International, Lincolnwood, Ill.).

The proposed path analytic model’s exogenous variables, the variability of each of which was assumed to be determined by causes outside the causal model, are the study variables “intention” and “BMI.” The model’s endogenous variables, the variability of each of which was to be explained by either exogenous or endogenous model variables, were the following study variables: collaborative care, poor refill adherence, decision-making style, proactive communication, and hypertension control. Because model variables ranged in nature from being dichotomous to ordinal to continuous, a poly-choric correlation matrix was considered appropriate for use in the analysis. Rather than a pairwise approach to case retention, a listwise selection of cases was used for the correlation matrix, which ensured the use of data from a uniform set of cases for each bivariate element in the matrix.

The authors had full access to and take full responsibility for the integrity of the data. All authors have read and agree to the manuscript as written.

### Results

Study participants were stratified by hypertension control status based on all inpatient and outpatient blood pressure measurements taken during the study period. Participants in the uncontrolled hypertension group had a mean SBP of 152.5±10.9 mm Hg compared with 118.5±9.8 mm Hg for those in the controlled hypertension group (P<0.0001). Similar differences were present in mean DBP between participants in the uncontrolled (75.4±10.5 mm Hg) versus controlled (63.8±9.0 mm Hg) hypertension groups (P<0.0001). The descriptive characteristics of the 212 study participants are shown in Table 2, stratified by hypertension control status. Statistically significant differences were present in SBP and DBP between groups when measurements from (1) all outpatient visits and (2) only primary care provider visits were considered. BMI was the only measured clinical or demographic variable that differed significantly between groups. Despite the complexity of illness in this population (ie, multiple morbidities and polypharmacy), both groups had moderately well-controlled to well-controlled diabetes mellitus and hyperlipidemia.

Table 3 describes the association of multiple factors with hypertension control in the present study population. These factors are grouped by patient characteristics, self-management behaviors, and communication factors. The results of the bivariate logistic regressions are displayed for selected variables in Table 3. BMI, poor refill adherence, decision-making style, and proactive communication were the only variables significantly associated with hypertension control. Three of these 4 variables remained significant in a multivariable logistic regression (Table 3). Two communication measures remained independently significant even after we accounted for poor refill adherence.

### Path Analysis of Study Variables and Hypertension Control

The path model diagram is displayed in Figure 1. It exhibited good fit across a number of model fit indices: $\chi^2(19.32, df=12)$=nonsignificant (P=0.08); root mean square error of approximation=0.06; comparative fit index=0.91; and standardized root mean square residual=0.072. Except for 1 path coefficient, all individual path

| Table 2. Characteristics of the Study Population (n=212) |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Patient Characteristics**     | **Controlled**  | **Uncontrolled** | **P**           |
| ---                             | (n=102)         | (n=110)         |     |
| Age, mean±SD, y                 | 66.4±8.4        | 67.4±9.2        | 0.38 |
| Black, n (%)                    | 16 (16)         | 23 (21)         | 0.33 |
| Male, n (%)                     | 100 (98)        | 109 (99)        | 0.52 |
| Some college education, n (%)   | 63 (62)         | 61 (55.5)       | 0.53 |
| BMI, mean±SD, kg/m²             | 31.3±6.0        | 33.0±6.2        | <0.05 |
| Deyo comorbidity score, mean±SD | 3.06±1.4        | 3.05±1.4        | 0.98 |
| No. of BP medications, mean±SD  | 2.30±0.54       | 2.35±0.66       | 0.54 |
| Hemoglobin A1C, mean±SD         | 6.95±1.16       | 7.0±1.17        | 0.75 |
| Serum creatinine, mean±SD, mg/dl| 1.2±0.6         | 1.2±0.5         | 0.74 |
| LDL cholesterol, mean±SD, mg/dl | 98.9±33.3       | 99.0±32.8       | 0.98 |
| All outpatient SBP, mean±SD, mm Hg| 143.6±12.4 | <0.0001 |
| All outpatient DBP, mean±SD, mm Hg | 74.6±8.0 | <0.0001 |
| Primary care provider SBP, mean±SD, mm Hg | 149.0±12.0 | <0.0001 |
| Primary care provider DBP, mean±SD, mm Hg | 74.7±7.9 | <0.0001 |

BP indicates blood pressure.
model coefficients were statistically significant ($P<0.05$). The nonsignificant path coefficient was from BMI to hypertension control ($HTN_{control}$, $BMI=0.09$, $P=NS$). The total effects of poor adherence, shared decision-making style, and proactive communication on the dependent variable hypertension control were simply the direct effects of those independent variables, as displayed in Figure 1. The complex relationship of collaborative care and hypertension control highlights the illustrative importance of path analysis over and above traditional multivariate regression. Similar to the multivariate regression (Table 3), the direct effect of collaborative care on hypertension control was nonsignificant. However, the significant total effect of collaborative care on hypertension control ($total\ effect_{HTN_{control}}$, collaborative care $=0.16$, $P<0.05$) included significant direct effects (displayed in Figure 1) on decision-making style and proactive communication and indirect effects on hypertension control. In addition, the total effect of intention on hypertension control ($total\ effect_{HTN_{control}}$, intention $=0.11$, $P<0.05$) included the significant direct effects (displayed in Figure 1) on collaborative care and poor refill adherence and, again, indirect effects on hypertension control.

**Effect of Collaborative Care and Decision-Making Style on Hypertension Control**

The interrelations of communication factors and hypertension control are further elaborated in Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates how the indirect effects of the patient’s perception of a more versus less collaborative care environment on the rate of hypertension control are mediated by the participant’s self-reported preferences for decision-making style. Among participants who preferred a unitary decision-making style, a less collaborative care environment (Figure 2) was associated with a 20% lower rate of hypertension control than for those describing a more collaborative care environment (Figure 2). Patients’ responses to the collaborative care index had com-

![Figure 1](http://circ.ahajournals.org/)

**Figure 1.** Path analysis diagram of study variables and hypertension control. The direct effects of poor refill adherence, decision-making style, and proactive communication on hypertension control were all statistically significant. The direct effect of BMI on hypertension control was not statistically significant. Intention to control hypertension affects hypertension control through significant direct effects on poor refill adherence and collaborative care, which subsequently has significant indirect effects on hypertension control through decision-making style and proactive communication.
paratively less influence on hypertension control when participants endorsed a shared decision-making style. These findings illustrate how the total effect of the collaborative care index on hypertension control is best observed indirectly, when a patient does not report a preference for a shared decision-making style.

Discussion

This study found that collaborative and proactive communication between patients and their clinicians has significant, independent associations with hypertension control in older diabetic patients. The effect of communication was independent of adherence to antihypertensive medications, BMI, number of comorbid conditions, and other clinical factors. In addition, the exclusion criteria and baseline characteristics of the study population demonstrate that broad noncompliance with diabetes treatment was uncommon for both groups. Nevertheless, poor adherence to antihypertensive medications as measured by a pharmacy refill metric was inversely associated with hypertension control.

Of greater interest in the present study is the fact that 3 communication-related measures, in particular, provided confirmatory evidence for the effectiveness of collaborative and proactive patient–clinician communication. Patients’ preferences for shared rather than unitary (either doctor-centric or patient-centric) decision-making styles and proactive communication with clinicians after abnormal home blood pressure measurements were associated with hypertensive control. The third measure, patients’ perception that collaboration was encouraged by their clinician, is likely to contribute to the direct effects of proactive communication. In addition, support for collaborative communication by clinicians had an effect on hypertension control for patients who did not endorse a shared decision-making style. Furthermore, the use of blood pressure self-monitoring alone was not associated with hypertension control unless it contributed to proactive communication with clinicians about abnormal results.

Strategies to improve hypertension control have typically focused on clinical inertia (ie, poor adherence to and awareness of guidelines and reluctance to intensify treatment or overestimation of the intensity of care) and patient-specific factors (eg, access to and costs of routine care, inadequate social support, polypharmacy, and comorbidity). Most clinical trials target these clinician and/or patient factors with the expectation that the intervention will enhance adherence to medications or treatment guidelines as a mechanism for improving hypertension control. In contrast, the results of the present study provide empirical evidence that supports the effectiveness of explicitly setting collaborative hypertension goals and empowering patients to discuss abnormal blood pressure levels. Furthermore, the effectiveness of these communication factors was independent of antihypertensive medication adherence.

The present results are consistent with the few previous studies that have identified correlations between outcomes of diabetes care and the degree to which physician communication was informative, collaborative, and facilitated patient involvement in care, as well as the communicative abilities of patients to discuss treatment goals and plans. The findings of Heisler et al suggest that patient–clinician agreement on treatment goals (ie, concordance) may be associated with diabetes outcomes via mechanisms that are not entirely explained by adherence. In that study, patients and clinicians were independently asked to describe their treatment goals and plans. Greater concordance with regard to treatment goals and plans was correlated with increased patient self-efficacy and self-management with regard to diabetes care, which in turn has predicted improved diabetes outcomes. The present findings suggest that clinicians’ collaborative communication or patients’ preferences for shared decision making may facilitate patient–clinician treat-
ment concordance, and the use of proactive communication with clinicians after abnormal home measurements may provide cues for treatment adjustment when goals are not achieved.

The findings by Kravitz et al offer additional insights into the mechanism by which collaborative communication and proactive communication cues lead to hypertension control. The results of their work suggest that patients’ requests for clinical services (eg, a medication prescription or diagnostic test) were powerful predictors of “request fulfillment,” especially when patients had a trusting relationship with their clinician. In the present study, report of a collaborative patient–clinician relationship was strongly associated with proactive communication after self-monitoring, which had a subsequent association with hypertension control. On the basis of the mechanism of patients’ requests and request fulfillment described by Kravitz et al, one potential explanation for the present results is that a cooperative relationship, characterized in part by physician support of patient participation and goal setting, enhances proactive communication by the patient and treatment adjustments by clinicians when prompted.

Study Limitations

The present study has limitations. Most importantly, the low response rate to our survey and the overwhelmingly male, older, VA-based population limit the generalizability of our study results. The findings of the present study are preliminary and novel, and they warrant further testing and validation in other populations. Second, the study design limited the ability to make causal inferences of the associations between predictor variables and hypertension control. A prospective study would provide additional insight into how changes in health communication impact clinician behavior and patient self-management, as well as into the causal relation of health communication and adherence to treatment. Third, all communication measures were obtained by patient self-report. However, the primary outcome of the study, hypertension control, was obtained objectively and was based on multiple values from several sites over many months. In addition, demographic and clinical values were obtained from electronic patient records, including the pharmacy refill data.

Conclusions

The objective of the present study was to determine the role of health communication in hypertension control in older adults with diabetes mellitus. After we controlled for clinical factors known to affect hypertension control, 3 communication factors were found to have independent associations with hypertension control. These findings suggest that the rates of hypertension control in older diabetic adults may be improved if patients and clinicians collaboratively set specific hypertension goals that define treatment success and encourage patient-directed communication with clinicians after patients experience abnormal home blood pressure measurements. Additional studies are needed to verify and extend these preliminary and novel findings.
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